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MAGIG LANTERNS & SLIDES, 
WALTER TYLER 

Has the Largest and Best Stock in the World, and making this Business his entire oceupation, is in the position to supply the Trade, Shippers, and Exhibitors at such Moderate Prices, that none of the u so-called Manufacturers, or Stores, are able to compcte. Walter ASS Tyler’s principal workmen have made most of the Lanterns that have obtained Prize Medals at the various Exhibitions, and the staff of Artists employed have had many years’ experience in producing the best results. The very large stock _ of upwards of 100,000 Slides, and many hundreds of Lanterns, in from 308. to £200, enables Walter Tyler to dispatch orders "immediately on receipt. 
On account of the great increase of business, Walter Tyler has been compelled to augment his staff of Assistants, and to n considerably enlarge his premises, where the making of Slides Jjand the manufacture of Lanterns is carried on under his 

superintendence. 
Most of the Comic Sets of Slides have been reproduced, at 

great expense. 
Great Reductions have been made in the Hire of Slides, whieh can now be had on hire at Is. per dozen., no extra charge being made for Chromotropes or Effects. 
All requiring the very Best Value should not fail to send for the largest and most complete Catalogue, which will .be sent. 

Post-free to all applicants. 
Great Bargains im Second-hand Lanterns and Silides. 

MOLTO—: BEST QUALITY, LOWEST PRICES, PROMPT DISPATCH" 

WALTER TYLER, 48, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, S.E, 

Ib LANTERN 
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To Clean Lantern & Photographic Properties. 

SOME time since I purchased with other items a 

lot of plate boxes, printing frames, &c., made in 

the early days of photography, and of excellent 

quality, but by their appearance they must have 

been stored in a cval cellar for years. Hesitating 

as to whether I should consign them to the “ fire- 

wood department,” a sample packet of an article 

very much advertised was left at my door—by its 

use marvellous results were to be obtained, 

Taking the packet as directed I set to work on 

one of the boxes, the result was the dirt flew away 

asby magic; then with sponge and mahogany 

stain I went over the same, following it up with 

brown hard varnish. .They are now filled with 

negatives and are a treat to look at. If you have 

any old soiled mounts treat them in the same 

way, and then follow up with clean sponge, and 

you will find them useful. Take your printing 

frames : they will get greasy and slip from the 

hand, and perhaps at the loss of a valuable nega- 

tive. Treat them in the same way. Dothe same 

with the doors and windows of your studio ; with 

your porcelain trays a few moments’ rubbing will 

astonısh you. Serve your cameras, tripods, &c., 

in the same way, and they will be worth more 

money ; your brass work will look almost new, 

your zinc trays and glass ware, your rusty iron 

articles will look beautifully bright. 

One hint I may be allowed to give; if you 

are a family man don’t expect to keep the article 

for your own use, but take my advice and provide 

Elizabeth Mary Jane with a packet when required. 

She will work it out and give value for the money 

on the spoons, the forks, your brass plates, and 

scores of other items to your benefit, and please 

the deiter half. If you are a single man you will 

bless me for the recommendation of how to do it, 

if married (and I speak from experience) I am 

sertara I shall not get into hot water with advising 

such extra expenditure, but shall get blessed 

by both. 
P.S.—I find.I have omitted one very important 

item in the above, viz., the formula. In this 

instance you will not be troubled with ten per cent. 

solutions. I have no interest in recommending 

a good and useful article, sold at 4d. per pound 

by every oil and colourman, beyond paying for it; 

but [will rely on the Editor's good nature, änd 

in hopes that the many readers of this will reap 

the benefit when I say the article is “ Brooks’s 

Söap,” "Monkey Brand. 

H.N. Kına in The Brüish Journal Photographic Almanac 
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McGMHIE & Co. Telegrapbice Address: 
“SOLAR, Glasgow.” GLASGOW. 

The alterations on our New Premiseg being completed, we have much pleasure in intimating 
that we are now in a position to execute orders. THE STOCK, which is entirely new and replete with the 
latest novelties, has been carefully selected by our Mr. McGhie (senior and practical partner in the late firm of 
McGbie & Bolton). 

THESE CENTRAL PREMISES -containing over 1300 square feet of Noorage—have been fitted up with 
‚every convenience necessary for a first-class business. We have in course of preparation a comprehensive ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOGUR. 
‚quotations before ordering elsewhere. 

Its publication will beduly announced. In the meantime it will be advantageous to send for our 

MeGHIE & Co.’ 

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL WAREHOUSE, 

75, ST. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW. 

AsRrK 
Your Photographic Dealer for the 

-AURORTrZA” 
Lanterns, Cameras, and Optical Goods, 

AS THEY ARE THE 

BEST. 
Bona-fide Dealers only may obtain Maker’s Name, &c., by addressing :—A.1., 

Care of THE EDITOR. 

“ PHOTOGRAPHY,” 
Of June ızth, 1889, referring to The Optical 

Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic 

Enlarger, says :— 

“ Yet another new paper is promised us, 

and the first 'number is to appear next 

It is to be issued on the ısth 

It will be under the 

‘Saturday. 

‚of each month at rd. 

‚editorship and conduct of Mr. ]J. Hay 

Taylor, ason of Mr. J. Traill Taylor. The 

new journal will be devoted to lantern 

work and enlarging, and an interesting 

table of contents is issued for the first 

number. We wish our young contemporary 

every success in the sphere of action it has 

chosen.” 

GENERAL WANT. 

A MATEURS’ NEGATIVES developed, also Trans- 
A parencies made. —A3, care of the Publishers. 

SALE AND EXCHANGE. 

SMALL Lantern suitable for children’s party, complete 
with two dozen long Slides, price 25. May be seen 

at 34, Grove Lane, Denmark Hill, S.E. 

POWERFUL Opera Glass will be exchanged for a 
Musical Box, oroffers. Valued at 35s..—AsS, care of 

the Publishers. 

JAPANNED Body Lantern, fitted with 4-in. Con- 
A denser, triple wick lamp, achromatic lens. In lock 
case, price &I 18s. 6d.—A2, care of Publishers. 

ANCASTER’S Quarter-plate International Camera 
(patent), with Lens, £1 175. 6d., or exchange. —A4, 

care of Publishers. 

ANTED, Photographic Sundries in exchange for 
V V pair of Pigeons, 1888 birds, with House and Trays; 

or sell for 10/-.—P. S. Wood, Torbay Villa, Wood Green, N. 

\N 
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ALL KINDS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OTHER APPARATUS 

CAREFULLY REPAIRED AT LOWEST TERMS. 

INVENTORS IDEAS CARRIED OUT. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

F. MIALL, 
13, SHELGATE ROAD, CLAPHAM JUNCTION, 

LONDON, S.w. 

CHATHAM PEXTON, |PERKEN, SON ARAYMENT, 9 anno 
Member of the Lecturers’ Association, MANUFACTURE 

— DISSOLVING VIEWS-— 

“OPTIMUS ” Lanteros, Slides, Photographic Apparatus, &e. 

DISSOLVING VIEW ARTIST, 
Manufacturer to the Trade, Clergy, Lecturers, and the Public, 

Wholesale, Retail, and for Exportation. 

RAPID 

Second-hand Apparatus, &c. SE 

SPECIAL TERMS TO SHIPPERS. SUPERIOR 

CATALOGUES FREE. — ESTABLISHED 1870. CAMERAS,, 
TBLEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" DISSOLYING,'” London. MAGIC LANTERNS, 

Always 60,000 Slides in Stock, and 100 Instruments to Select from. BTC., ETC. H. 

en PRICE LIST POST FREE. ii» 
22, Gray’s Inn Road, Holborn, London, W.C, TON 

FRY'S LANTERN PLATES 
Yield results at least Equal to those obtained on the old Wet Plates, and with 

INCOMPARABLE EASE, CERTAINTY AND RAPIDITY. 

Price is. per Dozen. 

Or Complete with Developer, Round Masks, Gummed Black Paper Edging 

and Clear Glasses, 2s. per Dozen. 

OF ALL DEALERS, OR DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS, 

SAMUEL FRY & Co., Limited, 
5, CHANDOS ST, "atıme LONDON, W.C. 

Works: Kingston-on-Thames, Telegraphio Address: “ Enlargements, London.” 
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TRE Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Pholographic 

Enlarger is issued on the ısth of every month, price One 
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway 
News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from the Publishers, 
at the following rates, post free :— 

Continental. United States. 
12 months ... 1/6 ... 2/ 60 cents. 
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TO OUR READERS. 

HIS journal is intended to 
fill a void in our serial litera- 
ture devoted to popular 
science. The magic or 
optical lantern, so long a 

: mere toy, has, during late 
years, and since the applica- 
tion of photography to the 
preparation of the slides, 
gradually been assuming a 

higher phase; until at last it has become one of 
the best recognised agencies in education, and an 
instructive instrument in applied science. 

The lantern has hitherto not had in this 
country any serial organ devoted exclusively to 
it, and it is to supply this vacancy in our litera- 
ture that this journal is devoted. 

It will be our aim to keep our readers ax 
courant with all that transpires in the world of 
lanternists, and supply useful practical information 
regarding every one of its numerous phases and 
applications, its mechanics, its optics, and its 
illumination. The art of preparing and colouring 
slides of every class will be fully treated, the 
operations of exhibitors amply recorded ; while 
all that is new in the form of inventions, patented 
and unpatented, will find a place in its columns. 
Added to this, it will be the endeavour of the 
Editor to present with frequency those numerous 
experiments which are capable of being shown 
by the lantern in the domestic circle for the 
amusement and instruction of the spectators. 
The now popular application of the lantern 

to the production of photographic enlargements 
will be treated with fulness and care, and the 
various means adopted by our best workers in 
this department will be practically indicated and 

. described. 
Readers are respectfully requested to keep 

us apprised of any matters transpiring in their 
own experience or among the circles of their 
acquaintance of a nature calculated to prove of 
interest to the general body of our readers. 

EDITOR. 
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The Magic Lantern: Its Construc- 

tion, Illumination, Optics & Uses. 

CHAPTER 1L.—THE LANTERN Bopr. 

HILE it makes no difference whether 
a lantern is formed of tinware, iron, or 

wood, it certainly does make a very great difference 
in the estimate formed of it by spectators in the 
school-room or lecture-hall. It ought not to be 

so, but it certainly is the case, that in the lantern, 

equally as certain as in human beings, a showy 
exterior frequently elicits an admission greatly in 
excess of opposing feelings germinated by possible 
shortcomings in performances, and, like charity, 

cloaks a multitude of errors. For this reason it is 
well that the body of the lantern be made as much 

as possible a thing of beauty, Understand, it 
adds nothing to the real working of the instru- 
ment, which depends upon the illumination and 
optical portion, hereafter to be treated. 

Your wife or daughter will be quite as amiable, 
domesticated, and intellectual in a calico gown as 
in the silks and satins they don for the drawing- 
room, and the diamond will be of the same in- 

trinsic value when forming the eye of the Eastern 
idol as when it is transferred to its gorgeous set- 
ting of the Western jeweller ; and so with the 
lantern. 

Given a good inside, and the exterior, except 

for the purpose referred to, is of minor con- 

sequence. 
After all, what is the body of the lantern, and 

what are its functions? Merely a means of pre- 
venting the light from passing out and being dis- 
tributed over the room, which has to be kept in 
darkness. 

Tin, or more accurately, tinware, forms the 
simplest material of which the body may be con- 

structed. It must, of course, be japanned, and 
the junctions at sides and top must be made by 
overlaying and rivetting, and not by solder, 
which, especially near the top, is apt to be melted 
by the heat from the lamp. 

It is especially necessary that the chimney be 

rivetted together, the greatest heat being here; and 
both in chimney and everywhere else the light 
must be trapped, so as to prevent its escape. 

Russian. iron, or any other iron possessing 
similar characteristics, is an admirable material 

out of which to construct the body of the lantern. 

It has a smooth, unpretending elegance about 

it with which japanned tin cannot compete for 

a moment ; added to which: it is very rigid and 

|durable. Ifit gets dirty owing to its being stored 

away in a damp place, it may easily be restored 

to its pristine beauty by being rubbed with a rag 

charged with paraffin oil, to which has been added 

a little Florence oil or sweet oil. 
In a wooden lantern: it is necessary that there 

be an inner lining of tin or thin sheet iron. 

This should not, as used to be the case, be placed 

in close contact with the wood, but should be at 

least a quarter-of-an-inch from it, allowing an air 

space tointervene. Itshould be made of seasoned 

mahogany, and by preference there should be a 

door on each side to permit of easy access to the 

interior. It should also have a small, circular, 

deeply-coloured blue pane of glass in each door, 

to enable the state of the light to be ascertained 

without having the trouble to throw open the 

door. This should also be the case with the 

metal lanterns as well as the wooden ones. 

Brass fittings and fronts by all means for the 

wooden bodies, unless where strict economy pre- 

vents it. It adds so much to the apppearance 

of a lantern, that when one is going in for a 

wooden one, at any rate, it is wise to incur just 

a little more expense, and have the entire front 

fittings of brass. Nevertheless, as already stated, 

fittings formed of tin will work equally well. 

Our present remarks-have reference only to appear- 

ances. 
Concerning the general shape of the body little 

need be said. While some are formed of a 

cylindrical tube, and others still more of anarched 

form, the great majority of lanterns, at least in 

this country, have square bodies. 
It is, however, the lighting and optical parts 

that determine the real quality of the lantern, and 

these fall to betreated in our next and subsequent 

numbers. 

Various Names by which the 
Lantern is Known, 

T is scarcely saying too much when we assert 
that not only has each country its own 
variety of designation for the lantern, but 

that each maker has adopted special titles by 
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which his own productions are sought to be made 

known. 
Starting with the good old-fashioned name by 

which this instrument has been so long known 

we have the Macıc LANTERN, upon which an 
improvement has been sought to be made, and 
a higher and more scientific tone given by the 

term OPpricaL LAnTern. Again .we have the 
PROJECTING LANTERN, the meaning of which is 

obvious. Then the 
STEREOPTICON Or DISSOLVING LANTERN (to 

see solid). 
PHANTASMAGORIA (ghost-like). 
Scıorrticon (shadow). 
TRIPLEXICEN (having three wicks). 
DioPTric (refraction). 
BinoPrkic (prismatic lantern). 
TRINOPTRIC (three with one light). 
Biuntau (one lantern above the other). 

Triunial (three lanterns one over the other). 

Photogenic (light producing). 

Pamphengos (intense light). 

Pantaphane (having five lights). 

Aphengescope (without light). 

Megascope (to see large). 
Euphaneron (having four lights). 
Polyopticon (viewed by a multitude). 

Oxy-hydrogen Lantern (lime light). 
Bijou (in small size). 

Photinus. 
Cyclexicon (comprehensive). 
Helioscopic (sun or light). 
Metamorphoser (moveable stage). 

Cylindrical (circular body). 
And numerous others having trade names, which 

convey no definite meaning as to their con- 

struction. 

Diagram Slides Without the Aid 
of Photography. 

READY means of preparing an illustration 

for the lantern on the spur of the moment 

is by coating a glass with benzole varnish contain- 

inga few drops of india rubber solution. This is 

quite transparent when dry. As it possesses the 

property of retaining marks made with Indian ink, 

it may be either written upon or placed over.any 

picture or outline, and a tracing made. If car- 

bolic acid (one part to eight of theink) be added, 

the ink will not only dry more readily, but varnish 

may be applied over it without any chance of its 

being discharged. 

Another and perhaps easier means by which 

this may be effected consists in wetting a plate of 

glass by licking it with the tongue. After it has 

been allowed to dry, it may then be written upon 

with a fine pen and copying ink, or ordinary 

writing ink containing a little sugar. The glass 

thus prepared may be placed over a picture and 

the desired lines traced upon the glass. The 

lines will now appear very feeble, but upon 

examination they will be found to be perfectly 

formed. In order that they may be seen by the 

lantern,itisnecessarythatthelinesbe strengthened 

by more opacity being imparted to them, either 

over all or, if desired, in certain placesonly. This 

may be done by gently rubbing over them a tuft 

of cotton wool charged withlampblack. Caricatures 

from comic papers may be thus copied and pre- 

pared for the lantern allin a few minutes, afford- 

ing amusement to the spectators. In this way 

also may diagrams be made to serve as illustrations 

for a lecture. Its application to geography, by 

showing any portion of a map, will suggest 

itself. 

The Smell of Oil in the Lantern. 

HO that employs a lantern having an oil 

lamp as its illuminant but what indulges 

in strong language, or at any rate thinks it, at the 

smell occcasionally emitted ? 

After all is said in favour of the limelight—and 

no one admits its value or can speak more strongly 

in its praise than the writer—there are innumerable 

occasions in which the oil lamp, owing to its readi- 

ness is to be preferred. For example, a parlour 

entertainment of an improptu nature given to the 

‘domestic circle or to a few friends who have 

dropped in to spend a spare half-hour before 

supper ; an examination of the slides obtained 

during the outing of the last holiday; the pro- 

jection on the screen of a few comic slides for the 

amusement of the children before sending them 

off to bed; or the illustration of some Bible story 

by means ofthe numerous excellent slides now so 

easy to be procured for such a purpose. These 

and occasions of a like kind are such as are capable 

of being carried into practical effect much more 
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readily by the oil lamp than by thelimelight. The 
one drawback to perfect enjoyment—the fly in 
the ointment—is the offensive smell not unfre- 
quently given off by the paraffin oil or petroleum; 
and yet it is not at all difficult to so minimise 
this evil as to cause its practical annihilation. 

It is not the oil in the reservoir that emits the 
smell, nor is it that which rises by the capillary 
attraction of the wick and becomes converted into 
flame, but it is that, and that alone, which in some 
inscrutable manner insinuates itself out from the 
wick when the lamp is cold, and which spreads 
with scarcely a palpable moisture over the surface 
of the reservoir or the burner. 

The means of preventing this are very simple, 
and consist in pouring out the oil from the 
reservoir into a bottle at the close of each enter- 
tainment and carefully wiping the surface of the 
lamp before placing it away. Ifthe lamp is then 
kept dry and is only charged with oil before being 
used next time, no smell will arise, as this is caused 
by the vaporization of the oil as already described. 
It is also of importance to remove the wick from 
the lamp and dry it. 

It need scarcely be said that wicks should be 
trimmed very carefully so as to- leave no tags on 
the surface which give rise to spurts of flame and 
seriously interfere with the quality and power of 
illumination; but the trimming of the wick is not 
a subject requiring consideration in this article, 
which has only to do with the smell. 

If the simple directions which I have given are 
followed, and if, in addition, the lamp is not 
brought into the parlour until after it has been 
lighted for a few minutes, there will be no further 
cause for complaint. C. 

——e— 

Enlarging on Permanent Bromide 
Paper. 

By G. D. MıLzurn. 

ik process of making bromide enlargements 
from small negatives is very simple. To 

the professional photographer it is a source 
of profit, and to the amateur a great pleasure; 
from a very small negative you can produce as fine 
a large picture as the finest engraving, and it is 
now well known that when a bromide print is pro- 
perly made it is permanent in the full sense of the 

word. An easy way to construct a bromide 

enlarging apparatus, out of apparatus on hand, is 

to take your front focussing view camera ; place 
your negative in a proper size plate-holder, and 

adjust the negative so as to be upside down 
inside of the ground glass—that is, negative and 
film of negative next the lens. Place the camera 

on a small table, and move the table and back of 

camera against the window in an ordinary small 
room. Shut out all the white light in the room, 

except that which enters through the ground glass 
of camera. 

A magic lantern, with oil-burner, can be used 
instead of day-light apparatus described above. 
Extra quick bromide paper can be had for that 
purpose. Use any good lens that is capable of 
covering the size plate you intend to enlarge from. 
Then you want an upright easel to suspend your 
bromide paper on, which is easily constructed out 
of two uprights, a flat board and a box of suitable 
size to serve asa base. The face of the easel should 
be covered with white paper. 

Place your easel squarely in front ofthe camera. 
The size of the enlargement will depend on the 
focus of the lens and the distance that the easel is ° 
set from the negative. Move the easel back and 
forward until you have the required size. Then 
proceed to focus the enlarged image sharp. Now 
put the cap on the lens. At this stage of the 
operation it is necessary tohavea ruby lamp in the 
room. 

Another method of improvising an apparatus is 
to construct a shutter for the window, and cut a 
hole in the shutter two sizeslarger than the largest 
negative to be enlarged from. Fit into the opening 
a frame about two or three inches deep, glazed on 
the outside with a sheet of ground glass. On the 
inside edges of the frame, top and bottom, arrange 
grooves in which to slide the negative. Nowona 
table or shelf, adjusted in front of the negative box, 
place an ordinary camera, having the ground glass 
removed. Point the lens toward the negative, and 
connect thelens and negative box by means ofa bag 
of opaque cloth, open at both ends, and provided 
with elastic band to close it tight around the lens 
and negative box. This will prevent any light 
coming into the dark room. If there are other 
windows in the room, they can be darkened with 
curtains. 
Take a sheet of bromide paper, pin it on the 
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easel, uncap the lens and give it the proper ex- 

posure, which will vary from a few seconds to 
several minutes, according to the strength of the 
negative and light. If youare uncertain about the 
necessary time of exposure, pin a small piece of 
bromide paper on the easel to cover the most 
important part ofthe picture,exposeand develop. 

This trial exposure ought to show you just how 
long to expose the full sheet of bromide paper, and 
will prevent waste. The best exposure is not less 
than twenty or thirty seconds. The lens can be 
stopped down to decrease the light if necessary. 
By giving the proper time of exposure, you can 
make a strong print from a comparatively weak 
negative, and vie versa. In fact, we have more 
latitude with the bromide process than any other 
photographic process known. 

To make a vignette picture, the operator, stand- 
ing at the left and half facing easel, should screen 

MoDe OF VIGNETTING. 

the lens with a piece of card board about 16 by 20 
inches. A hole of the proper shape for the vignette 
iscut inthecentre. Having uncapped the lens, the 
vignetter should be moved back and forth from 
the lens to the easel. Continue this movement 
through the entire exposure. Additional time can 
be given on any part of the image that may need 
it, by cutting a smaller hole in the same size card 
board and proceeding about the same as when 
vignetting. On landscapes extra time may be 
given on the sky by shading the balance of image 
with a piece of card board of the proper shape; 
the most beautiful sky effects can be produced in 
this way. 

!the water and flow with the developer. 
|image should develop up strong, clear, and 
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The developer may be as follows :— 
No. 1. 

Oxalate of potash ı pound. 
Acetic acid 3 drachms. 
Water des ... 48 ounces. 

No. 2. 
Proto-sulphate of iron ... B 1 pound. 
Water eh ... 32 ounces. 

No. 3. 
Bromide potassium I ounce. 

Water ı quart. 

To develop, take of No. ı, six ounces; of No. 

2, I ounce ; and of No. 3, half a drachm. Care 

should be used in measuring No. 3, as an excess 
of bromide will produce too great a contrast, and 
too little will have a tendency to flatness. If you 
prefer to have your picture come up slowly, this 
developer can bediluted with one-third the amount 
of water. Ina suitable tray, soak the exposed 
print in'clean water until limp. Then pour oft 

The 

brilliant. When the shadows are sufliciently 

black, pour off the developer, and flow the print 
with the clearing solution, which consists of acetic 
acid, I drachm ; water, 32 ounces. Use a sufficient 
quantity to flow over the print. Allow itto act 
for one minute. Then pour it off and apply a 
fresh portion. Repeat the operation a third time. 

| Then rinse in water and immerse for about ten 

minutes in the fixing bath—hypo-sulphite of 
soda, 3 ounces;; water, I6 ounces. After fixing, 

wash thoroughly for about two hours, and hang 
the print upto dry. A good method to force an 
obstinate spot on the print when developing, is 
to dip the fingers into the developer and slightly 
rub the obstinate part. Care should be used not 
to overdoit, and to have no other chemicals on 
the fingers, as it would leave a stain. 

Beautiful results on bromide paper are also 
obtainable with the hydroquinone developer. 

To mount, wet the print, brush over the back 

with a thin starch paste. Lay the print on the 
mount.and rub down with a soft damp sponge. 
Some operators would like to see the print retain 
the gloss, as when in the water; this can be done 
by squeeezing the print face down ona polished 

piece of hard rubber. When dry the print will 
peel off with a fine glossy surface. 

A higher polished surface can be attained by 
enamelling with plain collodion on a plate 
glass. Amateur Society of New York. 



Transparencies on Gelatine 
Plates. 

RANSPARENCIES can be made from any 

desirable negative at night, using common 
gas for an illuminant. 

Having placed the negative in an ordinary 
printing frame face upwards, proceed (in the dark 
room) to lay upon it, face downwards, a gelatine 
plate, then close the frame and expose to a gas 
flame for a few seconds according to the density 
of the negative. 

By farthe most convenient arrangement for this 
purpose is to have the gas laid on to an ordinary 
dark-room lamp, and also to a separate bracket for 
exposing purposes, this latter being fitted with a 
form of burner recently introduced, by means of 
which a light may be immediately produced or 
extinguished at will by simply turning a knob; a 

small by pass-jet, which is protected, ignites the 

burner by turning the handle or knob. This 
indispensable adjunct to the transparency printing 
room is shown in the cut. For the purpose 
of exposing transparencies this will be found 
to be of great value, as it does not necessitate 
the opening of the dark room lantern. As will 
be seen, the production of an actinic or non- 
actinic light is under the control of one hand, the 
non-actinic lamp being kept burning. 

After the plate has been exposed it may 
eitherbe put away while others are being exposed, 
or developed at once. For this purpose it is laid, 
face up, in a tray or developing dish; and after 
being rinsed with water, in order to remove all 
traces ofa greasy character, developed. 

“ The most popular and recent form of developer 

is that in which hydroquinone plays the all- 
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important part. A good formula for this is the 
following :— 

A—Hydroquinone u. 15 grains, 
Cryst. Sulphite of Soda... ... 75» 
Water 0. 5028. 

B—-Carbonate of Soda Gure) 90 grains. 
Water .. . 5028. 

C—Bromide of Potasstum 
Distilled Water 

For use take equal partsof A and B, and if it is 

necessary to use a restrainer, one or two drops of 
C; with ‚thig-the plate is flooded, and a slight 

rocking motign.giventothedish. Ina shortspace 

of time the-pieture will begin to appear. 
The development is continued, not only until ail 

the detail is out, but considerably beyond, or 
until it has—to a novice—the appearance of being 
overdone; forit must be remembered that the 

transparency is for exhibition by transmitted light, 

and upon the density,to a certain degree, depends 
the vigour ofthe picture. The necessity for sufh- 
ciently developing cannot be too strongly urged 
upon the znexperienced, as this is the chief point 

in which one who is making his first attempts is 
liable to fail. 

After development the plate is rinsed, and ihen 
fixed in 

Hyposulphite of Soda ... ... 2ozs. 
Water ... ... sie ae RD 

after which it is thörughiy washed. Itisthen 
ready to be set aside to dry. It has been claimed 
that immersion of the plate in methylated spirit 
produces a greater degree of brilliancy in the high 
lights; it certainly ensures the plate drying 
speedily. 

On the subject of mounting the slide, much 
depends on the skill and taste of the operator:: but 
the details respecting this important department 
will be treated upon subsequently. 

I 10 or IS per ct. solution. 

—n 

PROJECTION.— A magnified image of a picture or of any 

phenomenon when tthrown upon a screen by means of sunlight 
and lenses, or with a magic lantern, is called a projection. 
MOONLIGHT EFFECT.—A charming moonlight effect may 

be temporarily imparted toa picture by the expedient of 
inserting with the slide a small square of greenish-blue glass. 
The same effect may also be produced by interposing such 
a piece of glass in the rays of light in front of the lantern 
objective. 

TırLes on PHOTOGRAPHS.—To write a title on a photo- 
graph so that it will appear in white letters,an ink composed 

of a strong solution of cyanide of potassium, a little iodine, 
and sufhcient gum arabic to prevent it from spreading. will 
serve the purpose. 

re 
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Early Photography and the 
Lantern. 

T has often been asked when the first photograph 

was projected by the aid ofthe lantern, and by 

whom. The following appeared in the New York 
Times towards the end of 1853 :—Portraits from 

Daguerreotype.—Happening, a few days since, 
to be at the studio of Mr. Ransom, of the 

University Building on Washington Square, he 
showed us a mode, invented by himself, of paint- 

ing portraits from daguerreotypes, which cannot 

fail to produce very important results in portrait 

painting. It is purely mechanical, and consists of 
so placing the daguerreotype as to throwan exact 

copy ofit, magnified to any required size, upon 

canvas placed at the distance of a few feet from it. 

In this way a most accurate likeness, the size of 
life, is projected upon canvas from a daguerreotype 

and may be sketched with a crayon, or otherwise, 

to be finished and coloured wiih oils afterwards. 

The utility of the invention consists in enabling 

the artist to get a perfect copy of the features 

with infinitely more accuracy and ease than in 
the ordinary way, whilst it does not interfere in 
the least with the subsequent finish of the portrait. 
We saw at his rooms some most remarkable 

likenesses painted wholly from daguerreotypes in 

this way without ever having seen the originals. 

The Magic Lantern in Photo- 

graphic Studios, 

HERE are various methods besides hanging 
out sample cases of photographs by 

which the photographer may extend his business ; 

one way being by the use of the magic lantern, 

which system is perhaps best adapted for small 

towns. 

Encourage the occasional use of the reception- 

room for public meetings, by having erected in it 

a screen at oneendanda lantern at a suitable 

distance. 
Prepare transparencies of local scenes and 

from the negatives of sitters, not merely confining 
these latter to the aristocratic portion, but 
including all and sundry likely to make a 

pleasing picture. 
Circulate invitations freely, and the result will 

be that the public will be entertained and the 

photographer increase his business, as human 

nature will cause many persons to get photo- 

graphed merely for the sake of seeing themselves 

and letting their countenances be exhibited on an 

enlarged scale. Others will feel bound to recom- 

mend that particular studio as a return for their 

entertainment, whilst many will desire to obtain 

local views, particularly views of property in which 

they may be directly or indirectly interested. 

Explosion of a Gas Cylinder. 

OMMENTING on the late explosion of a gas 

cylinder in Dublin, 7he Scientific American 

says that when one of these cylinders bursts from 

defective construction and over-pressure, it is 

merely in the form of a narrow seam, and no 

damage is done unless the person happens to be 

near the rupture, then the force of the escaping 

gas, acting like a gun, will send objects before it 

to great -distances, precisely on the principle of 

the dynamite air gun. A peculiar accident of this 

nature cam& to our attention and is related as 

follows : Two cylinders of oxygen and hydrogen, 

placed on their long sides on the floor ofa waggon, 

were being transported over a paved road. A boy 

was sitting on one of the cylinders. When they 

had nearly reached their destination a peculiar 

report was heard, and the driver noticed on 

looking around that the boy had disappeared. 

He was found Ilying unconscious in the street 

about fifty feet from the waggon. At first he was 

thought to be dead, but he subsequently recovered 

and escaped without a scratch. The mystery was 

never explained, except that the boy says he felt 

a tremendous breeze of wind pass upward in front 

of him, and was instantly unconscious. 

— 

PROJECTED PICTURES in the lecture room have peculiar 

advantages over charts and sketches, which are so much and 

so deservedly praised by modern educators. They arrest 

attention, as when there came forth fingers of a man’s hand 

and wrote upon the plaster of the wall in Beishazzar's 

palace. They are not subject to wear and tear like unwieldy 

picture charts let down from rollers or sorted out of mam- 

moth portfolios, but they follow one another without fuss or 

confusion, “like the baseless fabric of a vision,’ and then 

dissolve away and relieve us from all care. 
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Applications for Patents, 1889. 

No. 37.—January ı, H. Van der Weyde; ““ Improvements in the production of certain novel magic lantern effects.” 
No. 14. —January 3, A. R. Wormald ; “ Ap- paratus for enlarging negatives by day-light.” 
No. 494.—January 10, C. Winter; “ Improve- ments in apparatus for taking photographs, exhibiting magic lantern pictures, and the like.” 
No.611.—Jan. 12,G.H. West; “Improvements in magic or scientific demonstrating lanterns.” 
‚No. 1461.—January 26, W.]J. Wilson ; “ Im- "Provements in photographic transparencies.” 
No. 1570.— January 29, W. C. Hughes; “Im- provements in magic lanterns and in apparatus for use therewith.” 
No. 3349.—February 25, J. Green ; “ An im- Proved stripping frame, to be made of any kind of wood, or any kind of metal, for magic lantern slipping slides, with two or three glasses pulling from one end.” 
No. 3537.—February 27, J. E. Taylor ; “ An improved arrangement ‘of mirrors and structures for obtaining an optical illusion.” 

Genera! Wants and Sales, 
UNDER this heading will appear— 
APPARATUS FOR SALE. BUSINESSES FoR SALE. 
SITUATIONS WANTED, ASSISTANTS REQUIRED, &c., 

Rates: 20 words, 6d.; each 3 additional words, Id. 

Exchange Column. 
Tnıs column is devoted to the sale or exchange of slides and apparatus. It is no unusual thing for one who has a set of, say, Egyptian, French, or Lake District views, which have been shown season after season to his friends usgue ad nauseam, to desire a change in favour of Scotch, Swiss, or statuary slides, and this forms a much desired medium for having such changes effected. Ifit will save trouble in the ‚examination of such slides, and enable each to see what he is to obtain previous to the change being consummated, our readers are at perfect liberty to send them, free of cost, care ofthe Editor, for examination. 
The possessors of lanterns and other apparatus, who desire them to be exchanged for others, will also find this a good channel for effecting such interchange. Those not desiring their names to appear may have a number and initial affıxed by the Publisher, but in this case a stamped and addressed envelope should be enclosed for replies. Rates: 20 words, 6d. ; each additional 3 words, ıd. i 

Notes and Queries. 
In this column we purpose replying to all queries, and shall endeavour, whenever the subject is of more than indi- vidual interest, to give both the query and answer, or to so frame the letter as to be of value to all. 

Selections, 

ONE figure changed with another by means of sliding glass plates is very useful in many kinds of experiments, or illustra- tions of facts and processes. — Coleman Sellers. 
x + 

I FIND a three-wick to work better than four-wick lamps, and to give as much light.—T. E. Freshnater. 
x x 

NEGATIVES taken on films are entirely free from halation. 
—J.C. Carbutt. 

A ne 

TWENTY years ago (1868) my uncle (Col. Mellor, F.R.A.S.) constructed ‘a pair of metal cylinders, and fitted up a pump for compressed gases. He also devised a regulator which worked by the rise and fall of a column of water. — Edward 
W. Mellor. 

wi 

A COOD transparency may be obtained from a cracked negative without showing the crack. if two thicknesses of tissue paper are put over the printing frame, and the latter turned about in the hand before a gas light turned down low. 
Ed. Clifton. 

* x 

THE introduction of the magic lantern asan optical instru- ment supplied the magicians of the seventeenth century with one of their most valuable tools.— Sir David Brenster. 

* . A GOOD portrait lens for the camera is also suitable for a lantern objective ; for the lines of light and the angles are in both cases the same. —L. J. Marey. 
“ x 

* 
SOME of the most startling and curious effects may be produced by throwing a magic lantern phantom on a wreath 

ofsmoke instead of a white screen, more especially when a little art is employed to keep entirely hidden the fire from 
which the smoke arises.—.J, Träill Taylor. 

®. . WHEN colouring slides, it is a good practise to examine the 
slides in the lantern as the various stages of the painting 
Progress, taking care to protect it from dust.— 7. C. Hepmworth. 

x: x 
» 

ALTHOUGH it is of importance to adopt lantern condensers 
of good construction and quality, it is of far greater impor- 
tance that good object glasses be used.— W. J. Chadwick. 

“:.x 
* - 

THE great beauty and variety in the forms seen in the kaleidoscope makes them very desirable objects for projection. 
— Professor Dolbear. 

”x*x 
x 

THE lecture must be the backbone of the entertainment. The slides maybe as good as possible, the lenses of the best construction, but if the description of the Pictures be faulty, they will avail nothing to satisfy modern taste. — Henry Cooper. 
* * 
* 

THERE are few scientific enjoyments more acceptable to the social circle than a display of magic lantern pictures, especially ifthose reflections are Portraits of dear friends, of well-known characters, or ot scenery.—E. B. Finnessy. 
* x 

THERE are few more fascinating pursuits open to the photographic amateur than the preparation of PRaIOpzEpBIE transparencies for the stereoscope and the lantern.— Willian 
Bedford. 

*r : 

ANYONE may make lantern slides, and good ones too, and by gas light may get through a dozen in an hour easily. — Abel Heymood, 
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Facile Detective Camera. (Patented.) SUT ERS 

in 7] APLANATIC LENSES with Landscape Lens of 

Are the best for enlarging. 

remarkable definition, 
3 3s. With Recti- 

linear Lens, £4, 

Fallowfield’s 
PHOTOGRAPHIC G. R. GOTZ, Sole Agent, 

ANNUAL, 
336 pp., 500 Illus- 
trations, post-free, 1/- 

A Buckingham Street, Strand, 
85 and 36, Lower Marsh, Lambeth, London, S.E. LONDON, W.C. 

J. H STEWARD’S 

Hich- Ust Optical Single, Bi-Unial and Triple Lanterns, 
Of best Construction, En all the Recent Improvements. 

LARGESTOCKonHANDor CONSTRUCTED te SPECIAL ORDER 

Maker of Mr. Malden’sand a number of the most; noted Exhibitors’ Apparatus. 

BEARD’S AUTOMATIC GAS REGULATORS & SELF-CENTREING CARRIERS. 

High-Class Hand-Painted Slides and Ejfects, Photographs, &e. 

a; 206, 457, STranD, 54, CornHiLL, LONDON. 

ROOKE’S SINPLEX AUTOMATIC PRINT WASHER. 

sUıcı Ai | 
A 

Is Self-acting. 
Prints Will Not Stick. 

No Attention required- 
Saves Time. 
Continuous Action. 
Cone Bottom. 

. diamoter, 11/6; l6in. dia- 

meter, Sl. Eben to connect 
tap, l/- and u each 

WHITE ENAMEL INSIDE. 

MR. E. KELLY, of Newton Abbot, writes:—" I believe it to bo tho most efiec 
tive Print Washer r yot introduced.” To be had of all denlors, and seen in 

operation at-290. CALEDONIAN ROAD, LONDON, N. 

THE SCIOPTICON WRAY'S LENSES 

OPTICAL LANTERN !RIS, DIAPHRAGMS, 
P 7 : A MEDAL has been awarded for these LENSES, is the ONLY ONE ın THE MARKET which has a at ihe Dundes.and East of Seotand 

RACKWORK MOVEMENT IN THE FRONT. PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION, 

Write for Lists, or Call at WEBER. 22.8. ONE 

The Sciopticon Co. MW. WRAY, OPTICIAN, 
(GEO. SMITH), North Hill, Highgate, London, N. 

26, COLEBROOKE ROW, LONDON, N. Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp. 
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Trade Mark da. UV. wi. Registered. 

G. W. WILSON & (0. 
2, ST. SWITHIN STREET, 

ABERDEEN, 

Makers of the Mighest Class of 

= PHOTOGRAPHIC = 
LANTERN + SLIDES. 

THEIR SERIES INGLUDES MANY VIEWS OF 

London, Windsor, and the Thames. 

Oxford and Cambridge. 

The English Cathedrals. 

Derbyshire and the Peak. 

Bristol and the West of England. 

Yorkshire Cathedral and Watering Places. 

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen. 

The Land of Scott and Burns. 

The Trossachs. 

The Lochs, Bens, and Glens of Scotland. 

Besides Views in almost every District in Great Britain. 

CATALOGUES THROUGH ANY DEALER IN LANTERN SLIDES, OR 

POST FREE ON RECEIPT OF ADDRESS. 
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ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM. 

To Messrs. TAYLOR BROTHERS, 

Please insert the accompanying Advertisement ın 

The Optigal Bagic Yantern Foul anıl Photographic Hinfarger, 

IOUERUNENE HERE Limes, Mana... each insertion, to occupy 

NE Re nee 

Address 

ses All Advertisements should reach the Office, Dorset Works, Salisbury Square, 
Fleet Street, London, not later thaa the 12th of each month. 

"SUBSCRIPTION FORM. 
To Messrs. TAYLOR BROTHERS, 

(Care of the Publishers, ) 

Dors2st Works, Salisbury Square, E.C. 

Enclosed please find ............... for which 

send mıe 

En Optical Magie Yantenn Fonryal and Photographie Einlagen, 

For anne. MONthS,  Post-free. 

POST-FREE. N ng ee 

12 months .. 1/6. 
6 u = AAAVESS: 1.2 2er ann en anna enagne 

Single Copies ... 15. 
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TI en - Ran: ae Mn, I | un 
7 THE MAWSON 
in 
7 MAWSON X Lantern Plate 
LAN TERN \ Is specially manufactured Jor the 

production of Trransparencies. 

PLATE 
US SPECIALLY MADE 

N Ä | | N hl Shadows it is unsunpassed. 

There is nothing to equal it for this 
I work The tones can be varied 

according to Developer used, and 

Jor Brillianey and Clearness in 

Developing Solutions, Varnishes, Cover Glasses, Paper Masks and Binders, 

and all Requisites. 

MAWSON & SWAN, 
30, 0010 Square, London; & Mosley Street, Neweastle-on-Tyne, 

ROUCH’S "EUREKA’ PATENT DETECTIVE GAMERA, 
EXCEPTIONALLY ADAPTED FOR LANTERN SCENES & VIEWS. 

Eulogised by the “Illustrated London News” in connection with the works of Special Artists. 
It received the only Medal at the Crystal Palace Exhibition, an award which has been amply sustained by 
the success achieved during the past season. By those who have used it, it is declared to be the most 
perfect instrument of its kind in the market. Specimens, particulars, &c., forwarded. Price, complete 
with Instantaneous Doublet Lens and Finder :—For Plates 32 x 34 £5 17s. 6d.; 4ı x 3, 

£6 12s. 6d. 
EEE TEN ENDETE DENN ETLTTTRETETETET 

Rouch’s ‘Eureka’ Pateni Changi g Back 
Was the Novelty of 1888 season, and marks an entirely new era in Camera construction, dispensing as 
it does with separate Dark Slide. In the new arrangement a number of plates (preferably and 
conveniently 1 doz., or fewer if a large size) are contained in a receptacle of extremely moderate 
dimensions, which forms at once Dark Slide and Changing Box, the plates being changed after: 
exposure, in the open air, without any extraneous shelter or assistance,. Rouch’s Patent Portable Camera, 
fitted with Changing Back :—4-plate, £6 10s.; 1-1 plate, £8 17s. 6d. 

W. W. ROUCH & CO., 180, STRAND, LONDON. 
Printed and Published for the Proprietors by.WooDrorD_Fawcertr & Co., Dorset Works, Salisbury Square, E.C.— Jüne 15, 1889. 
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